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Following the guest speaker portion, members of the Dale at
Dale Coalition, a grassroots citizens group, will provide an
overview of its May 17 Town Meeting Warrant Article (#29,
subject to change) ...
Coalition to host forums on Medfield's Dale Street School
The central pattern generator (CPG) networks that generate
relatively simple motor outputs are ideal experimental models
for circuit analysis. Locomotor CPGs in the ventral spinal cord
function ...
Circuits controlling vertebrate locomotion: moving in a
new direction
Purves and Lotto must be applauded for defining ... Dismissing
current research trends (such as channels) as fads, they argue
that neuroscience has failed to address the ambiguity problem.
Looking Backward
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This work provides an overview of the most consistent
alterations in bipolar disorder (BD), attempting to unify them in
an internally coherent working model of the pathophysiology of
BD.
A unified model of the pathophysiology of bipolar
disorder
Viktor Hamburger, widely regarded as the preeminent
embryologist and developmental neuroscientist of his era, died
on June 12th after a brief illness suffered a few weeks before his
101st birthday.
Viktor Hamburger 1900–2001
In vertebrates, motor control relies on cholinergic neurons in the
spinal cord that have been extensively studied over the past
hundred years, yet the full heterogeneity of these neurons and
their ...
Single nucleus RNA-sequencing defines unexpected
diversity of cholinergic neuron types in the adult mouse
spinal cord
Previously attended by over 9,000 educators, this year's
Spotlight on Dyslexia brings together leading experts in the
fields of dyslexia, literacy and neuroscience to share new
research ...
Learning Ally's Spotlight on Dyslexia Virtual Conference
Presents Leading Experts on Literacy and the Science of
Reading
This VPAC receptor is now the target for drug companies working
on treatments for shift workers,' says Professor Tony Harmar,
from Edinburgh's University Department of Neuroscience, who
led the ...
Bodyclock cure for jetlag
He doesn't know if he's on the placebo or the real treatment, but
Peter Hebert returned to UC San Francisco on Monday for his
fifth infusion ... a UCSF neurology and neuroscience professor ...
Alzheimer's trials make a dent, offer hope
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(Credit: Dale Street School Building Committee ... who will focus
on timely topics that overlap with the 4th- and 5th-grade school
building project and the proposed Wheelock site; both forums ...
Dale at Dale Advocates Hold Forums to Raise Awareness
Physical exercise during adolescence, a critical developmental
window, can facilitate neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus and
astrogliogenesis in Cornu Ammonis (CA) hippocampal subfields
of rats ...
Understanding the role of aerobic fitness, spatial
learning, and hippocampal subfields in adolescent males
Beginning with the 2018 freshman class, the Marcia Dale Aspire
Program--devoted since 2013 to promoting nursing leadership
and producing nursing leaders--is evolving into the Marcia Dale
Aspire Award- ...
The Marcia Dale Aspire Award
Joe Biden’s election as president of the United States rekindled
interest in accomplishments by adults who stutter. Biden has
struggled with a stutter since childhood. A list of stutters
compiled at ...
Treatment for stuttering may be most effective when
addressing anxiety as well as speech
"The country is in a nationwide hospital collapse right now -- it's
the first time in history the public health system has collapsed,"
Dr. Miguel Nicolelis, a Brazilian professor of neuroscience ...
India, Brazil fuel surge in COVID-19 cases, deaths in
world
During the meeting, all board members, including Dale Shobe,
Rhonda Tennant, Jared Billings, Meagan Bonecutter and Ashley
Cossin, were in attendance. The board entered an executive
session to ...
Board of Ed. hires new superintendent, discusses summer
school
There is no link between the study and Biden’s climate policy. As
CNN’s resident fact-checker Daniel Dale noted on Monday
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morning: “Biden has not proposed any limit on Americans’ red
meat ...
Fox News Corrects False Claim That Biden Is Coming for
Your Burgers
Current President and CEO Dale Tremblay to Transition to CHG
Board Chairman C.H. Guenther & Son LLC ("CHG"), a leading
producer of branded and private-label food products, today
announced that John D.
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